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Abstract

The palm wine trade is an important economic activity for many tropical rural areas worldwide. In West Africa, palm wine holds high sociocultural and traditional values. Wine tappers often climb very tall trees with rudimentary equipment to harvest palm sap and risk severe injuries in the event of a fall. Furthermore, the wine quickly ferments beyond the desired taste and alcohol content, reducing the market power of these tappers. Therefore, to maximize benefits or to enhance shelf life, a variety of components are added to the palm tree sap, introducing the possibility of deadly contaminants. This paper highlights the public health implications of uncontrolled palm wine production and the relative neglect of the wine tapper. We draw from the limited published literature and use Cameroon as a case study. The palm wine trade can be more productive and safe if tappers work in cooperatives to improve their market power. Public health authorities need to monitor the quality of this cheap and common source of alcohol and enact regulations to protect wine tappers from the current level of occupational hazards. There are varying levels of progress to control quality and ensure safety in different parts of the world. Legislation and collaboration with traditional structures may offer a framework for change.
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Introduction

Palm wine is an alcoholic beverage created from the fermented sap of various palm trees. It can be collected (or tapped) from the oil palm tree Elaeis guineensis or from the Raffia tree Raphia sp. which is shorter and thus more accessible.¹,²

Fermentation begins immediately after collection as a result of natural yeasts in the air and wine; within two hours, the alcohol content reaches approximately 4%. At this stage, the product is a sweet, white, mildly intoxicating aromatic beverage. Continued fermentation for up to 24 hours results in a more alcoholic, acidic, and sour white drink.³ This palm wine can also be distilled into whisky-like drinks with higher alcohol content (up to 40%). Beyond a certain threshold, the wine no longer gains alcohol content and further fermentation produces vinegar.³

Many factors including the species of the tree, the season of the year, time of day at harvest, and type of soil, impact the alcohol content of the wine.² In fact, these factors play a key role in the characteristics of the final product as rudimentary storage and production facilities do little to preserve the product.

The sap that provides the base of palm wine is extracted and collected by a tapper (tapster). Palm wine tapping is a common occupation in many palm-growing regions of the world—mainly non-Islamic
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countries where alcohol consumption is not religiously prohibited. In most cases it involves climbing very tall palm trees using rudimentary climbing equipment, slashing the palm flower until the sap begins to run and attaching a gourd to collect the wine. Palm wine can also be tapped from felled trees which yield higher quality wine but in much smaller quantities. Although felling the tree is a much safer practice, this method of tapping is destructive and the sap stops flowing after 2–3 weeks. Given that the tapper is most often not the tree owner, the former method is preferred since it preserves the tree for many years at the cost of more labor time, effort and risk. Remuneration is poor and palm wine tappers often lack medical insurance to cover injuries due to falls. Yet, in many countries palm wine carries an important sociocultural and economic value.

This paper discusses the significance of palm wine in communities where it is consumed, the contrasting neglect of the wine tapper, and the public health implications of palm wine tapping and consumption using the wine tapping industry in Cameroon as a case study.

The Significance of Palm Wine

Palm wine is consumed by more than 10 million people in West Africa, and in lower frequencies in Asia, South America, the Middle East and North Africa. Due to its near-global popularity, palm wine is known by a variety of names in different countries including “Matango,” “Fitchuk,” and “Mbu” in Cameroon, “Doka” in Ghana, “Toddy” in India, “Emu” in Nigeria, “Lambanog” in the Philippines, and “Pam culloo” in China, just to name a few. Culturally, African literature is rife with passages describing the production and consumption of palm wine. Chinua Achebe’s book, *Things Fall Apart* (1958) portrays palm wine as the main drink for entertaining guests. Interestingly, this was mirrored in modern media after the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) dubbed it a “social lubricant” after a visit to Batibo, the “palm wine capital” of Cameroon. More references are found in Amos Tutuola’s book, *The Palm Wine Drinkard* (1952), which follows the story of a young man who is disheartened by the death of his favorite palm wine tapper after a fall from a tree. In Ferdinand Oyono’s *The Old Man and the Medal* (1956), the main character consumes too much palm alcohol and loses his most precious possession. Therefore, the palm wine industry is deeply rooted in African traditions, literature, and lore.

Traditionally, palm wine is deeply rooted in West African culture and traditions and thus is the most frequently consumed alcoholic beverage. It is enjoyed at birth celebrations, at funeral wakes, and plays an integral role during traditional marriage ceremonies. It is commonly thought
to be a very nourishing drink which promotes lactation, treats conjunctivitis, and improves eyesight. African traditional healers often infuse palm wine with medicinal herbs to produce a wide variety of remedies.

Palm wine also plays a role in social fabric and order of the rural village. In some villages in Cameroon, it is still expected that a certain quota of all the wine tapped is given to the Chief of the village. Furthermore, the act of sharing wine with the Chief is regarded as a sign of fidelity and homage.8 Offering palm wine to another is a longstanding symbol of gratitude and is significant in both business and personal relationships. Village social life revolves around the palm wine kiosk and these establishments enjoy popularity analogous to European salons and cafés.12 Finally, palm wine is so centric that a popular music, “meringue” is referred to as palm wine music in Sierra Leone.13

Historically, palm wine tapping and consumption was discouraged by most colonial and post-colonial governments because it prevented less economically useful activities and promoted local alcohol consumption.5,14 However, the economic importance of the palm wine industry in a country like Cameroon should not be overlooked. It employs nearly three-quarters of the male population in some villages, providing a monthly income of 20 000–35 000 FRS CFA (US$ 40–70) for many tappers.15 One village can produce approximately 10 000 L of palm wine per day.16 In Nigeria, the per capita income from wine tapping is estimated to be equal to the country’s per capita income.17 Here, up to two million metric tons of palm wine are produced in one year.17 The palm wine trade represents an important source of income in West Africa.2,18

Unfortunately, most of the research on palm wine is in agriculture, microbiology and economics papers. Although the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) has shown great interest in the nutritional value of palm products, there is little mention of it in public health literature.3,5,19

**Injuries**

Injuries cause approximately five million deaths per year worldwide.20 More than 90% of the world’s deaths from injuries occur in low- and middle-income countries,21 with males in Africa claiming the highest injury-related mortality rates.22 Falls are an important cause of mortality and burden of disease worldwide.23 Occupations requiring work at heights or in hazardous conditions are risk factors for falls.24 Wine tappers often work at heights in sub-optimal conditions and their falls have been described as “an all too frequent tragedy.”25

**The Case in Cameroon**

There is little information on the mortality due to injuries in Cameroon. The country is in central Africa; it has a population...
of 20 129 878 (2012), and a per capita total expenditure on health of US$ 122 (2010). The general government expenditure on health in 2010 was 9% of total government expenditure. Out-of-pocket expenditure in 2010 was 66% of total expenditure on health. The density of health care workers was 17.9 per 10,000 population in 2004.

Alcohol consumption rates are quite high and considerably higher when palm wine is taken into account. Some Cameroonians spent 30%–80% of their daily wages on alcohol in 1983. In more recent years, increasing levels of alcohol intake have been reported. Apart from the physical, psychological, and social harm associated with alcohol consumption, it is consumed at the expense of school fees, food and health care. The effects on non-drinkers (victims in accidents, physical abuse, fetal effects, etc) are equally severe. Data from the 2004 Demographic and Health Survey in Cameroon suggest that alcohol consumption is also linked to risky sexual behavior.

Profile of a Wine Tapper

Wine tapping is a 100% male profession with the women mostly involved in sales and distribution of the product. Tappers often support households ranging from three to eight persons. A tapper can climb anywhere from 5–15 trees per day depending on and decreasing with age, which ranges from 15–60 years. The tappers are usually not land owners and only 16% of them have a primary education. In some regions, up to 27% of the locals engage in wine tapping activities and women may tap from felled trees, but never climb.

Public Health Implications

The public health implications of the palm wine trade have two facets. First, this trade is associated with severe occupational hazards that often result in long-lasting physical disability and scarring. Secondly, the abusive consumption of palm wine is an emerging problem in Cameroon with implications for public safety and social awareness.

Although their product is centric to the Cameroonian culture, the wine tappers are relegated to relative obscurity. These workers have a very low income and their profession is officially unrecognized—in registers, they are collectively recorded as “farmers.” The labor itself is very strenuous and comes with the inherent risk and tolerance of frequent falls. They are poorly equipped and use traditional harnesses made from palm fronds with no loops for carrying machetes or other equipment; instead the tapper will scale the tree carrying his machete between his teeth.

Tappers are uninsured and do not work in cooperatives or unions, leaving them at the mercy of buyers who take advantage of the short shelf-life of the product. Palm wine cannot be conserved without con-
siderable resources and the tappers can ill afford such equipment. Preservation requires refrigeration, chemical preservatives and pasteurization—all of which are sophisticated, expensive, and require costly, unavailable inputs. Overall, the tappers risk their life and limb for a common product with a short shelf-life. They are relatively unrecognized, lack of sufficient resources to store and process their product, and finally, they are ill equipped to care for themselves in the event of an accident.

When the tappers fall, they do so with severe consequences. Approximately 24% of falls are fatal and about one-fifth (18%) result in permanent disability. These risks increase with age. Furthermore, the severe injuries associated with a long fall (spinal trauma, mouth tear, fractures, dislocations, amputations, and hospital admission >24 hours) can result in a temporary or permanent loss of income, with prolonged and expensive medical and rehabilitative care.35,37,38

Its wide availability, relatively low cost, and high alcohol content place palm wine at the center of a growing issue of alcohol abuse.39 Additionally, palm wine can be distilled into more alcoholic whisky-like drinks which may contain methanol when not properly distilled, leading to blindness, circulatory collapse and even death.16 Finally, the product may be contaminated by artificial sweeteners, bacteria, dirty containers, or unfiltered water used to increase its quantity, leading to outbreaks of diarrheal diseases. In fact, toxic levels of lead, cadmium and salicylates have been detected in bottled samples of palm wine. These substances do not exist in fresh samples.1,39 Therefore, an unregulated palm wine industry represents a serious occupational hazard for the workers, significant public health concerns for the general population, and an enormous burden to the community and health care system.40

**Recommendations**

Moving forward, it is essential to create awareness among traditional rulers, public health authorities, and the general public about the significant private and public health impacts of an unregulated palm wine trade.

Organization of the palm wine tappers into groups can be the first step toward creating cooperatives to improve their market power and an ideal forum to increase awareness of their occupational risk. Such forums would also represent a great opportunity to provide alternative solutions (e.g., modern climbing equipment). Although currently recognized by the Cameroonian government as “farmers,” wine tappers represent a widespread industry which should receive more regulations to ensure the safety of both the tapper and the consumer. Such regulations would include quality control mechanisms in the palm wine production and provisions to ensure that safe climbing methods are used. In the future, tappers
can be licensed (to tap wine) and their equipment inspected regularly.

Finally, the health care system should develop surveillance and monitoring mechanisms for falls and associated injuries related to the palm wine industry. Since there is so little formal information on this topic, such data will be invaluable for an in-depth epidemiological analysis. Furthermore, health care centers should anticipate and prepare for acute and ambulatory case management and identify the sources of outbreaks of diarrheal disease. With respect to the health of the tapper, compensation mechanisms to reduce out-of-pocket expenditure on health care might help to improve their access to care.

Monitoring the occupational and health hazards of the wine tapping industry is also limited by the logistical difficulties in data collection and analysis. Making use of current social networks for communication to monitor behavioral changes will require community specific interventions that can overcome social, cultural and traditional barriers.

Although producing effective changes in this area may seem be a Herculean task, much has already been done. In Nigeria, formalized fermentation and industrial bottling of wine have already begun with promising results. Further, this country has also organized palm wine tappers associations (PTAs) to ensure that all tappers are registered with the association—an early form of regulation and official recognition of the industry. The Indian government has recognized the impact of the palm wine trade and legislated a ban upon wine tapping and consumption. However, there are many practical difficulties in enforcing such laws. Prohibition of palm wine use has historically been unsuccessful in West Africa and the enterprise has been likened to having “a policeman at the foot of every tree.” Some effort has also been put into developing safe, inexpensive mechanisms for climbing palm trees. It will be challenging to initiate a change without disrupting sociocultural norms. Organizing wine tappers into functional groups, introducing non-traditional climbing material, and controlling the quality of palm wine may meet with fierce opposition. However, such a change will have precedent as workers in other informal sectors (e.g., traditional healers) are now expected to be officially registered with the government. A similar approach should be applied to the wine tappers in order to gain a basic understanding of the distribution and demographics of those involved in this industry.

**Conclusion**

It is essential to officially recognize the profession of wine tapping using community level or more formal institutions. Due to the important sociocultural role of palm wine, all interventions will benefit from close collaboration with traditional structures. Further research will help identify the factors associated with increased risk of injury and poor quality of palm wine. Two-pronged legislation that ensures health care coverage for wine tappers in exchange for quality control might provide an attractive framework for optimizing the effects of these interventions.
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